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The COVID-19 pandemic has had a sudden impact on many areas of life; work, leisure time and, family alike. These changes have also affected educational processes in learning environments. Before the normal, is face to face learning wherein live interaction between students and teachers are present, develop social interaction of the students but because of a pandemic the public institutions decided to move to distance learning. I must say the students are still in the stage of adjustment and adopting blended learning. And we are all on the stage of adopting the new normal, it is different from the previous but if we want to continue to learn our youth let us teach and support them, many parents have had to work from home while taking care of their children and acting as home tutors. At this time, the parents and educators participation has a big part for achieving the quality education of their children;

“The top thing we can do with overwhelm is return to our strength, return to our knowledge, return to our experience. Every teacher in the world knows ways of connecting with students and humanizing a classroom. These things don’t perfectly translate to a classroom with social distance or online learning space, but they do transfer.” Dave Stuart Jr. Even though the new normal does not have a physical interaction by connecting and humanize them in the new normal of learning they will be motivated and focus on our current learning situation. Most important even they are in blended learning they feel that they are known, feel valued and they feel safe at this time of the pandemic.
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